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++ movement creates independence
++ movement enhances the well-being
++ movement strengthens health

Technical data
IV-pole material:
Fabric:
Height adjustment:
Regulating range:
Hooks:
Size:
Weight:

The INFUBOY
as companion …
Product advantages

stainless steel
100 % polyester
screw height adjustment
700 – 850 mm
2 pcs., 2 kg /hook
appr. 350 x 795 mm
appr. 1,6 kg

Application
patient is able to move freely on slopes – even with
infusion
The patient with its both hands free can hold himself
onto a railing
light materials grant high wearing comfort
easy to clean plastic frame due to reduced adhesion
of dirt

History behind
the INFUBOY
„After two difficult operations and a long stay in the
hospital I went to rehab. For three weeks and every four
hours I had to take Infusion. The clinic was located on
a steep hill with a nice view of the lake. Unfortunately
for me, this time in the hospital only took place on the
balcony because it was impossible for me to go out for
a walk with my IV-Pole. My wife and I wondered how
mountain farmers used to move through steep hills in
the past while they transported all kind of things – and
all of sudden, we thought about the wooden support
frame farmers carried on their back during this time.

technology
bag (frame) made of high-quality plastic
comfortable screw height adjustment
safety
plastic frame without toxic ingredients
no risk of injury thanks to hooks that
automatically fold
economy
	
washable bag (fabric) up to 60°
	complete recyclability

This same day, my wife constructed a frame made of
roof battens with a longer rod in the middle that had
hooks for IV-bottles. The frame and straps on the back
side were padded. The first Infuboy had been created.
With the Infuboy on my back, I quickly learned to climb
up stairs again, to move on uneven floors and soon
after, we went across the street to enjoy a nice dinner
down to the restaurant at the lake. It was almost like
holidays.“
folded hooks
Prof. Dr. Bruno Krapf und Adelheid Giezendanner

